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ABSTRACT 

Store-and-· Forward Packet Switched Networks are subject 
to congestion under heavy load conditions. In this paper 
a Distributed Flow Control policy (DTFC) based on a nodal 
buffer management scheme is proposed. 

Two classes of traffic are identified :"new" and "transit!' 
traffic. At a given node if the number ·of allocated buf
fers is higher than a limit value then incoming new 
traffic is rejected whereas transit traffic is accepted. 

This policy is then anal yz<ed'. in the context of syrrmetri
cal networks. A queueing network model is developed 
wheretty : network throughput is expressed in terms of the 
traffic load, the number of buffers in a node and the 
DTFC limit value. An optimal policy is found to pre-
vent network congestion and further achieves a 
very good network throughput. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Store-and-Forward Packet ~witched Networks like 
Circuit Switched (Telephone) Networks are subject 
to congestion under heavy load conditions. As the 
offered traffic increases beyond a certain level 
the throughput decreases greatly and the network 
may even reach a blocked state. Flow control po
licies are needed to prevent network congestion 
hence avoiding network delay-throughput degrada
tion. Congestion is basically due to message COfr 
tention for the 2 basic network resources : line 
capacity and nodal storage. Messages cannot be 
carried through to their destinations if one or 
both resources are lacking. A flow control proce
dure must keep line and nodal buffer utilization 
below "saturation" in order to reduce message re
jection or blocking at intermediate networknodea 

Numerous flow control procedures have been stu
died and some implemented (1,2,3,4,7,8,10,12,13, 
14,1 5 and the bibliographies therein). 

They ban iccally use one or a combination of the 
following techniques : 

a - End to End COntrol which limits the num
ber of messages travelling from a given source 
to a given destination, more specifically from 
one source to a destination process, (e.g. Window 
Mecanism) 

b - A Host or Node Throttling MecanisP.'l which 
dynamically reduces or block input trafflc ac
cording to estimates of network "utilization". 

c - Reservation strategies : 
Re~ou~ces are requested and reserved before a 
communication is established i.e. before a mes
sage is accepted in the network (e.g. virtual 
circuit technique). 

d - Dropping Technique a packet is dropped 
from or not accepted lnto the network when no 
buffer storage is available in the next node on 
the path to its destination. 
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In this paper we propose a comb.ined "Dropping and 
Throttling Flow Control" (DTFC) mecanism based 
solely on a buffer management strategy. Under 
heavy traffic conditions the DTFC reduces the 
rate of traffic accepted in the network (Throt
tling mecanism). Moreover accepted traffic that 
arrives to a congested node is dropped ft'om the-net
work (Dropping Mecanism). We distinguish between 
"new" (entering) traffic and "transit" traffic. 
Packets which have travelled over one or more 
channels are referred to as "transit" packets. 

The idea is to favor "transit" traffic over "new" 
traffic. Intuitively dropping transit traffic is 
more damaging to network performance because so
me network resources have already been used in 
carrying that traffic through a portion of the 
network. 

Briefly, let B be the size of a pool of Store 
and-Forward Buffers available at a network node 
and assume that buffers may be allocated to any 
outgoing channel without discrimination (we as
sume that the buffer size is equal to the maxi
mum packet length) and let L be a limit point, 
such that L ~ B,then an exemple of a DTFC algo
rithm is as follows 

Let M be the number of used buffers upon arrival 
of a packet to a node then one of these condi~ 
tions will hold, 

i- If M=B ·then Drop the arriving 
packet 

ii- If L.:S M~ B ,drop "new" traffic only 
(Accept "transit" packets) 

iii- If M.:; L. Accept the packet 

A similar approach has been suggestep. by Lam and 
Reiser, Price andS€hwartz (1},14,15)., they howe
verdo not consider dropping the rejected packets 
from the network. 

.In this paper we present and analyze the DTFC 
scheme for a class of symmetrical networks. 

A queueing network model is developed whereby 
network throughput is expressed in terms of the 
offered traffic, the number of buffers Band 
tlie limit point L, such a model is an extension 
of a previous no-contr?l model (5,6,9). 

An optimal policy (opt"imal L) is determined as ?
function of the network load. Such an optimal 
policy improves the maximum network throughput 
obtained in a non-controlled environment · and 
succeeds in maintaining very good networkthrou~ 
put under heavy load conditions. 

2 . THE "DROP AND THROTTLE FLOW CONTROL ,. 
(DTFCY MECANISM 

Tbe . purpose of . this section is to describe major 
computer network functions in order to fully de
fine the DTFC mecanism. 
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2.1 - GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF STORE AND 
FORWARD COMPUTER NETWORKS. 

A computer network is basically composed of a 
set of Host computers attached to a communica
tion subnetwork. 

Messages generated at a Host computer are parti
tioned into smaller segments called packets' 
which are transmitted through the communication 
subnetwork using the store and forward techni
que. That is a packet traveling from source S 
(S is the subnetwork node to which is attached the 
Host computer) to destination D (D is the sub
network node to which is attached the destina
tion Host computer) is received and "stored" in 
a queue at an' intermediate node K, while awai
ting transmis~ion. It is then sent "forward" to 
node P, the next node on the route from S to D, 
when channel (K,P) permits (8). The selection 
of the next node, P, is made by a well defined 
decision rule referred to as the routing policy. 

Message partitioning and Packet reassembly may 
by either a function of the Host computers or 
the communication subnetwork. It is the first 
option that will be retained in this paper. 

Routing policies may be divided into two main 
classes: deterministic and adaptive. While a 
deterministic routing is time invariant, an 
adaptive policy bases its decisions on some mea
sure of the observed traffic and channel utili
zations. It can adjust to load fluctuations and 
node or branch failures. For such a reason it is 
more attractive for real network operation than 
a deterministic policy. Furthermorne for well 
dimensioned networks dynamic routing policies 
that adapt only to line or node failures give 
satisfactory results at a lower cost. 

Due to nodal storage limitation a packet may be 
rejected at any given node in the source-desti
nation path. ~n a loss-system a rejected packet 
is considered as lost Cr:e It is dropped from 
the subnetwork). However, a copy of ~ this packet 
is kept at the source Host which will reschedu
le its retransmission. A Host considers a packet 
as lost if it does not receive a positive ACK
nowledgement (AGK) from the destination Host 
after a certain time period (time out). 

In a no-loss system each forwarding n0de keeps a 
copy of the transmitted packet until the re-
ception of a positive acknowledgement from the 
next node in the path and only then the packet 
is discarded. After a certain time period if a 
positive ACK is not received it considers the 
packet as rejected and reschedules its trans
mission. 

In summary, upon arrival to a node a packet 
is first submitted to the routing decision 

and conceptually joins a given outgoing-channel 
queue if a buffer may be allocated to that chan
nel. Whereas two buffers must be permanently as
signed to each incoming channel to allow for a 
continuous incoming data flow, the remaining 
buffers to be called the Store-and Forward (S/F) 
buffers are allocated to outgoing channels ac
cording to a buffer management sche'me Several 
such schemes have been studied (5,6, i1 ), we 
list among them: the Complete Partiti6ning(CB, 
the Complete Sharing (CS), the Sharing with 
Maximum Queue Length (SMXQ), the Sharing with 
Minimum Allocation (SMA) and the Sharing with 
minimum Allocation and Maximum Queue Length 
(SMQMA) schemes etc ... 

In the first scheme, CP, no sharing is provided 
but the entire pool of SIF buffers is partitio
ned among the outgoing channels. An arriving 
packet is rejected if all S/F buffers reserved 
to its destination queue are occupied. 
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At the other extreme is CS where an arriving 
packet is accepted if a S/F buffer is available 
regardless of its destination queue. CS succeeds 
in aChieving a smaller probability of blocking 
~ejection) than CP under normal and fairly ba
lanced traffic conditions. 

In order to avoid the pos~ible utilization of 
the entire pool of S/F buffers by a particular 
outgoing queueSMXQ introduces an upper bound on 
the number of buffers that can be allocated to 
any queue. While SMXQ is more commonly used 
(ARPANET, CYCLADES~ SMA and SMQMA provide fur
ther refinements (5). 

Uncareful utilization of S/F buffers as well as 
of channel capacities leads to network conges~ 
tion for both loss and no-loss systems. Schema
tically there exists an optimal offered traffic 
load that achieves a maximum network throughput 
(see Fig.1). For higher loads if no control is 
performed the network throughput degrades and 
reach very low values. Most networks prevent 
congestion (a major network function) through 
flow control mecanisms which attempt to reduce 
the incoming flow (the accepted traffic) accor
ding to estimates of network utilization. Esti
mates are function of buffer or line utiliza~ 
tion (or both). Traffic rejection before entran
ce into the network will limit the waste of 
network resources. Such a waste is due to pack~ 
that ' enter the network, and are rejected onthe 
way to their destinations. 

These Schemes will at best succeed in maintai
ning network operation at a maximum throughput 
for loads higher thafl the optimal load (see 
Fig 1). 

Throughput 
Optimal Throttling Policy 

Optimal ~ load 
Load 

Figure 1 Network Congestion 

However packets that are admitted in the network 
may still be rejected some time later rega~less 
on how much resources they have already utilized. 
It should be obvious at this point that a better 
network performance may be achieved if priorities 
were dynamically assigned to packets according to 
how-much resources they have already utilized. 

In other words the longer a packet spends or tra
vels in a network, the higher its priority will 
be. Resources must be then, allocated to packets 
according to their priorities.Thus, rejection · o~ 
lower priority packets . leads to a smaller "was
te" of resources. This idea is implemented in the 
DTFC sheme. 

2 • 2 - . DESCRIPTION OF DI'FC ALGORITHMS 

Recall that a computer network· is composed of a 
communication subnetwork( to be called subnet )to 
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which are attached Host computers. 

A packet generated at a source Host enters the 
subnet at a "source" node and · leaves the subnet 
from a "destinatlon" node onward to the destina-
tion Host. ----

Recall that we refer to a packet arriving to a 
source node as a new packet and one arriving at 
an intermediate or destination node as a transit 
packet . . 

Rejected packets are considered as lost and gene
rate~ some time in the future as "new" packets. 

We refer to a packet as an "arrived" packet to a 
node when it is completely stored in a dedicated 
input buffer and was submitted to the routing 
decision. 

The DTFC is basically a memory management scheme 
that gives higher priority to tran~it packets. 
The added constraint is such that a new packet 
is rejected if the number df buffers allocated 
(to one or all channels) is greater than a limit 
value. Below we describe several DTFC schemes 
whose differences are inherent to the basic me
mory management scheme utilized. 
Consider first, a DTFC based on a CS memory ma
nagement. 

Let B be the number of S/F buffers, L a limit 
value and M the number of allocated S/F buffers 
upon arrival of a packet then 

ALGORITHM A IF M B Drop the arrived 
packet 

IF M < L Accept the arrived 
packet 

IF L ~M ~ B Accept Transit 
packets and Drop 
New Packets. 

A DTFC based on an SMXQ memory management " may be 
described as follows. 

Let R be the 
1. two limit 

number of outgoing channels bi and 
values for channel i and n.the num-

l 

ber of buffers allocated 
upon arrival of a packet, 
outgoing channel assigned 
then 

ALGORITHM B 

IF R 
E n. 

i=l l 

IF n. 
l 

IF 1- :: n. 
l l 

l 

to channel i, i=l ... ~ 
and j, l~j ~ R, bethe 
to the arrived packet, 

B Drop the "arrived' 
packet 

< 1- Accept the"ar-l rjved" Packet 

~ b. Accept Transit l packets and 
Drop New packets 

R 
As a particular case if i~l b i =B then we ob-

tain a DTFC based on a CP memory management. 
Several other DTFC schemes many be easily deri
ved depending on the choice of the memory mana
gement strategy and the limit values li' In this 

paper we study a DTFC based on the C S scheme 
(i .e. Algorithm A) in the context of symmetrical 
subnets. 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE DTFC POLICY IN A SYMMETRICAL 
COMPUTER NETWORK ENVIRONMENT. 

The purpose of this section is to develop analy
tic models in order to evaluate the performance 
of the DTFC policy in terms of throughput and 
delay. We do this for a family of symmetrical 
networks that yield a tractable queueing model. 
Our point of departure is the no-control model 
developed in (5) which is an extension of Klein
rok's model for computer networks that futher 
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accounts for memory storage limitation. 

F:frst ~' we describe the family of symmetrical ,net
works. 

3.1 - A FAMILY OF SYMMETRICAL NETWORKS 

We are concerned with the communication sUbnet
works thus we assume that a new packet lS gene
rated at the source node and is consumed at the 
destination node upon its arrival (i.e. after 
the routing decision). consequently, all chan
nels are links between subnet nodes and other 
channels to and from Hosts are discarded. 

A symmetrical network (subnet) is such that 

i-All nodes are equivalent with 
respect to· the topology of the 
retwork. 

ii - All channels are of equal capaci.:.. 
ty c. 

iii - All external offered traffic rates 
are equal. 

The above properties imply that all nodes are 
identical and perform identical functions. Net

.work links are full-duplex lines with capacity c 
in each direction. Therefore all nodes are of 
equal degree Ri. e .there are R incoming and Ho out
going channels at any given node. 

Let Yjk be the average packet rate of offered 

traffic from source node j to destination node k 
then 

Y
jk 

=Y \tj,k network nodes j~k (1) 

Y jk represents in reality the offered traffic 

rate generated at the Host computers attached 
to node j and whose Host destinations are at
tached to node k. We assume that Yjj = 0 tj 

As an example torus networks fall in this cate
gory (see Fig. A.l) 

Let NA be the number of network channels and N 
be the number of nodes, then 

NA R N (2 ) 

Let r be the total offered traffic rate, then 

r = N(N-l)y 

We assume that nodes and channels are perfectly 
reliable. It is then obvious that with this 
particular topology structure, capacity assign
ment and traffic requirement, the optimal flow 
assignment (8) is a shortest path routing. The 
selection of the particular shortest paths, in 
case that more than one exists, must result in 
perfectly balanc~d · flows. 

Let A. be the average offered internal traffic 
rate t~ channel i, before acceptance or rejec
tion by a node, 

then 
Ai = A i = 1 , • • ., N,A ( 4 ) 

and If A is the total offered internal traffic 
rate, we have 

A = NA.A (5) 

Moreover all nodes contain the same number of 
S/F buffers B and use the same DTFC policy ba
sed on a complete sharing memory management 
scheme (i.e Algorithm A). 
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As a result the probability of blocking of new 
packets. PN and of trans~t packets PT are the 

same at all nodes . 

Because of the possibility of loss of packets, 
the offered external traffic ("new" traffic) 
rate r is no longer equal to the throughput of 
the network , which we denote by rs (s for suc- . 

cessful traffic). In what follows we intend 
to find rs and the average delay T of 

the successful traffic in terms of the network 
parameters (R, r , B,L , etc ... ). 

3 . 2 - NETWORK THROUGHPUT AND DELAY 

r is now referred to as the traffic load. Let us 
define Ps as the probability that in-a-steady 

state , a message transmitted over the network 
reaches its destination successfully . Clearly 

(6 ) 

We define the distance h ij between nodes i and j 

as the length in hops of the shortest path bet
ween i and j as derived from the shortest path 
deterministic routing policy considered here. 
Also let fk be the fraction of node pairs at 
distance k, we define the topology z-transform 
H(z) as : 

H( z) = L 
k 

all node pairs 

(See Appendix A for more details and the compu
tation of H(z) for a torus network). 

Because of the uniform traffic assumption 
(Eq . (1)), 

P s L P (packet successful/packet 
k > 1 r 

travels over k hOps) . f
k 

Let us derive the probability of success of a 
packet that travels over k hops. Recall that a 
generated packet (new packet) is subject to 
rejection, whereas a packet reaching its desti
nation is always accepted. Also a new packet is 
rejected with probability P

N 
and a transit pa

cket with probability PT and this at any node , 

thus 

Hence, 

P s (8 ) 

(9 ) 

The above equation gives rs in terms of r ,PN,PT 

and the topology z-transform. 

Average delay of successful traffic 

Due to the symmetry of our class of networks, 
a non- rejected message incurs the same average 
delay t at each hop, thus the average network 
delay is, 

T = n t s (10) 

where n is the average path length of the suc 
cessfulStraffic. The determination of n follows 

s 
similar to that of P . 

s 

Let s 
Yjk be the rate of successful traffic from 
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ftoae ~ to node k and hj~ the distance between 

the two nodes, then 

Y j k = (1- P N) (1-PT ) h j k -1 Yj k 

also 

r L s 
s j , k Yjk 

and s 1 L Yjk hjk n r . j,k s s 

After some algebra and using Eq (9), we find 

(11) 

where H'(z) is the derivative of H(z) with res
pect to z . 

Eqs(10) and (11) yield the expression of T in 
terms of t . 

In summary we derived expressions of rs and T 

in terms of H(z) the topo~ogy z-transform, PN 
and PT respectively the probability of rejection 

of new and transit traffic and the node delay t. 
It is left to determine PN, PT and t . 

3.3 - PROBABILITY OF REJECTION 

In order to derive PN and PT we need to express 

the offered internal traffic rate of a channel, 
A , in terms of the load r. Recall that A is the 

total internal traffic rate. 

The contribution of Yjk' the rate of offered 

traffic from node j to node k, toA is Yjk for 

the first channel (hop) whose throughput 

Yjk(l - P
N

) is the offered rate to the second hop 

whose throughput Yjk(l-PN)(l-PT ) is the of

fered rate to the third hop and so on. Thus, 

A = L Y. 
j,k Jk 

-1 
As a convention throughout this paper L =0. 

o 

(12) 

After some algebra, using Eqs . (1),(3) and (7) une 

get . 
l-P 

A= NA. A = (l+ __ N 
PT 

Eqs. (5) and(13) yield the expression of A, the 
offered traffic to a channel. Also 

where AN is the offerd rate of new traffic and 

AT the offered rate of transit traffic.Obvious~. 

A 
N 

(N - l )y 
-R--

This comes about from the fact that (N-l)- Y is the 
total traffic generated at a node which is equal 
ly divided among the R outgoing channels. 

Finally at each node the offered traffic is first 
submitted to the routing decision and then to the 
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DTFC policy which decides of its acceptance or 
rejection. Recall that the routing decision is 
assumed to be deterministic (hence independant 
of the buffer utilization). As a consequence, 
with respect to the S/F function, a node is equi':' 
valent to R single queueing systems which share 
a common pool of B S/F buffers under the DTFC 
scheme (see Fig . 2).A given channel can only ser
ve packets routed to that channel, hence R clas
ses of packets may be identified . Class i packets 
are to be un:iquely' served by channel l, i=1,2 ... , 
R. (see Fig.2) 

the behavior of the system of queues in steady 
state obeys the well known product form solution 
for a network of queues. 

Let 1 h.l be the average packet length in bits, c 
bits/sec be the channel capacity and n 

R 
r~1nr' be the total number of customers in a 

node, then the probability of state ~ in steady 
state is as follows, 

C P n if n ~ L 

C P L n-L if L < n~ B PT 

o otherwise 

(16 ) 

where P= A /l.le , PT = X T/ l.l c - and C is a constant 

equal to P(o,o, ... ,0) ie the probability of an 

empty system . 

C can be computed by summing all probabilities to 
one . Using Eq (16) and after some algebra, we 
get 

C -1= 
L (n+R-1) n + ( ..E..- )L B 
L R-1 P 

P'T L 
n=O n=L+1 

(n+R- 1 ) P 
n (17) 

R-1 T 

R we are now able to derive PN and PT' obviously 

Decision 

Figure 2. S/F Function 

As a result of the above considerations, the sub
net can be considered as a queueing network of N 
stations . Each station can be modelled as R 
G/G/1 queues sharing a finite waiting room of 
size B under the DTFC policy . 

In order to pursue the analysis we make the fol
lowing classical assumptions (8) : 

External poisson arrivals 

Exponential packet length distribution 

(identical for all packets) 

Independance assumption 

We also assume that offered traffic new or in 
transit is a Poisson Process and that an "ar
rived" packet at a node is a customer that re
quires ohe place (a buffer) in a waiting room of 

,size B 

~ueueing aRalysis of a Retwork node 

As result a node can be modelled as R M/M/1 que
ues sharing a waiting room of size B under the 
DTFC scheme . 

The sharing of space introduces dependencies 
among the R queueing systems. The entire system 
is a birth-death process, whose state can be 
simply described by the vector 

n = (n1 • n 2 • ...• nR) 

where n. is the number of class- i customers in 
the system . The basic equation which describes 
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(18 ) 

PT P (n= B) (19) 

Using Eqs (16)-(19) and after some algebra, we 

find 

C 

(..E..-)L (B+R-l)p B 
PT R-1 T 

(21) 

This terminates our analysis. 

Solving the system of equations composed of 
Eqs . (13),(20) and (21), we obtain PN and PT for 

a given load. Replacing PN and PT in Eq.(9) we 

obtain the successful traffic rate r s ' This we 

do for Torus Networks. 
The average delay t may be easily determined by 
first finding the average number of customers 
af a given type in a node and then we apply Lit 
tle's result. 

3.4 - NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS 

We consider square torus networks (see Appendix 
A) with N nodes such that IN = p is an odd num
ber. Of interest is the study of the behavior 
of the network throughput r s and delay T with 

respect to the load r. More precisely we define 
normalized throughput S, load G and delay t' as 
follows 

S 
r 

s 

NA 
G h Lt' = l.lcT 

l.lC NA NA 

where h is the average shortest path length in a 
no-loss environment (i . e . in a infinite storage 
condition) . 
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For a square torus network h =I1f/2 (if N is odd) 
( 6 ) . 

Note that with an infinite storage assumpti on, 
in steady state condition : ~ = r andA= hr (8). 

Thus G is the network channel utilization and 
must be less than 1 . Furthermore t'is the avera
ge time a packet spends in a node . 

In a limited storage environment G is no longer 
the channel utilization and a steady s t ate 
always exists even for G >1. Furthermore the 
maximum normalized throughputS is smaller or 
equal to one . 
Numerical results are sho'~ in Figs . 3 ,4 5,6 . 
They are obtained for N=49, 121, C = 20 u.te =20 
packets/sec and for several values of L, 
L=4, 8 , 12, 16 , 18 , 19, 20 . Note that 
L=B corresponds to a no-control enviFonment. 
Fig . 3 shows the variations of S with respect to 
G for N=49. We observe that as G increases S 
increases , reaches a maximum and then decreases 
towards an asymptotic value. Except for the 
case L = 12 where the curve keeps a very flat 
shape even for G as large as 50 . 
Note that the optimal policy(i.e optimal L)de
pends on the network load. For the range of G 
considered in this paper (0< G< 50) values o f 
L = 4 , 8, 1~ do not yield higher throughputs 
than those obtained with the other value s of L, 
hence they will be discarded in the discussion 
below. 

Let So(L) denote the maximum normalized through

put obtained with a given L and let Go (L) be 

the corresponding load . 

Let G (L) denote the crossover point beyond 
whichCthe throughput obtained with the next 
smaller value of L becomes larger than the cu!~ 
rent one . Finally Let S(L,50) denote the va 
lue of S for G=50 . The table below shows the v~ 
lues of So (L) , Go (L), Gc(L) and S(L,50) for 

L = 20 , 19, 18 , 16, 1 2 . 

'( L £Q <lo G S(50) ) 

( 
c ) 

( 20 .7) . 92 .7 . 2 7 ) 

( ) 

( 19 .75 1.1 . 95 . 52 ) 

( ) 

( 18 . 77 1.2 1.1 .66 ) 

( ) 

( 16 .79 1.8 2 . 3, . 77 ) 

( ) 

( 12 .8 ! > 20 . 8 ) 

Table 1 . 

Note that the optimal DTFC policy i.e t he opti
mal L depends on the network load. In t his 
exemple 
L=20 for 0::; G <G c (20) , L=19 for Gc (20)<G<G c (19)~ 

L=18 for Gc(19)~G< Gc (18) and so on . Note that 

for clarity purposes we omitted the curves for 

L=17 , 15,14,13 . 
The optimal DTFC yields the envelope curve shown 
in Fig.3 . The envelope exhibits besides t he c on
siderable improvements over the no-control poli
cy (L=20) a subtantial superiority over flow p o 
licies based on input ~ew) traffic redu~tion . 
Such policies will achieve in our case a throu@1-
put at best equal to So(20) = .73. Where as t he 
optimal DTFC yields a throughput equal to.8 . 

The lq% increase in maximum throughout as well as 
the ama zingly flta,t sha pe o f the envelope for G 
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g r eater t han a pprox imately 1 . 3 show the remar 
k a :b l e b e ha vior o f the DTFC pol i cy . 

F i n a l ly n ote that the op t i mal L is not very sen
s i t i ve to t he var i at i ons of G. Furthermore a f i
xed L = 1 6 yi e lds a very good suboptimal deter 
minis tic DTFC pol i cy . 

S imi l a r obser v a t i ons can be made with regards to 
N = 121 ( F i g .4 ) where a good suboptimal de 

te r mi n is t i c DTFC pol i cy corresp onds to L=1 4. 

Fig s. 5 and 6 s how the behavior of normal i zed de 
l a y f or the s uccessful traffic with respect to G. 
We note t hat the dec r ease in delay under heavy 
load condi t i on s i s due to shorter path lengths . 
Si nc e tra ffi c that t r avel s over longer paths is 
mor e pro n e to r eject i on than traffic traveling 
ov e r s horte r p a th s (5 ). 
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SUMMARY 

1.0 

10 

In this paper a new Flow Control Policy (DTFC) 
is proposed and analyz~d in the context of sym
metrical networks . 

A queueing model was developed whereby the net 
work throughput is expressed as a function of 

ITC-9 

the traffic load , the number of node buffers 
and a limit value L. 

Numerical results obtained with a 49 node and a 
121 node torus networks show the rema rkably go 
od'i:>-ehavio:r of such o n easy ·to implement policy . 
Further implementation cost reduction may be 
obtained through a deterministic (fixed L) DTFC 
policy . 
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APPENDIX . A 

TOPOLOGY z - TRANSFORM OF A TORUS NETWORK 

A torus network is a grid where the outside no 
des are connected together in a ring- like fa 
shion, as shown in Fig . A.i 

CONTOUR OF NODES AT THE SAME DISTANCE FROM s. 

v 

p 

(p+1 )/2 

2 

o ~~~ __ ~~-L~~~-L~ __________ ~ __ x 
o 2 p 

Figure A.i. T0ruS Network 

The purpose of the ex-ternal rings is to introdu
ce topological symmetry with respect to ' the net 
work nodes . In other words , all nodes are to 
pologically equivalent . 

Consequently , H(z) = H (z). H (z) is the z 
transform at an arbitrar~ node , ~ay s , i e 

H (z) = E 
s k 

(A.i) 

s where fk is the fraction of nodes at distance k 

from node s . 

Fig. A. i shows s and contours of nodes at equal 
distance from s , for the case where p = '11J is 
an odd integer. It can be easily shown (5) , 

4k 1 ~ k ~ 
p-l 

N-i - 2-
(A . 2) 

fS 
k 

p+i s 4(p-k ) 2 
k ~ p - l 

substituting f~ in Eq . (A .i ) and after some al 
gebra , we arriVe at 

H(z) (A . 3) 
(N-i)(1 - z)2 

An expression of H ' (z) is given in (5) . 
A similar derivation 'can be done for p even. 
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